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Alvaria Motivate - Mobile App
™

Employee Engagement is Easier than Ever
with Fast Access to Goals & Rewards

Creating a more employee-focused culture helps keep your team members motivated and engaged. With mobile
tools to easily view their goals and progress and redeem rewards, Alvaria makes it even easier to capture your
employees’ attention.
Leveraging Alvaria Motivate’s Mobile application helps you align the power of our market-leading employee
experience application with today’s dynamic working environments. The mobile workforce is growing at
a rapid pace, and the millennial generation’s 55 million workers are the most digitally engaged group. The
Alvaria Mobile application allows players to see their goals and achievements f rom anywhere, see what other
players are doing and initiate new challenges with peers, view rewards, and update their prof ile. Players get
push notif ications when they win, and they can redeem prizes in off-hours, so they can maintain productivity
while they are at work.

Dashboard & Notifications
The Dashboard displays an overview of player information including important
metrics, timeline and news feed items, and information on competitions, goals, levels,
and badges. Notifications are automatically pushed to players when they reach a
goal, get a prize, level up, or complete an activity, etc.

Leaderboard
Players can track their progress and rankings and see current leaders for key
tracked KPIs, as well as a timeline of new records and personal bests along
with duel results. The Leaderboard also displays the raffle wheel and shows
the winners and the prizes won when the raffle spin occurs.

• Receive push notifications for new achievements, awards, and prizes
• View the dashboard to easily see new goals and progress
• Create a social group to communicate with other players and track
their activities

• Quickly update your profile or redeem points during free time
or after-hours
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Competitions & Friends
Our game mechanics feature fun, friendly competitions between
players and campaign groups. Players can view active competitions
and challenges, and engage in contests, duels and tournaments.
Players can also define their social networks of colleagues (friends) to
see how they are doing and promote healthy competition.

My Awards & Redeeming Points
My Awards displays the player’s badges and trophies in a virtual
awards cupboard, and shows badges for achievements that can be
earned in the future. Players can quickly view available points and
redeem them in raffles and auctions, select items from the Bling
Bazaar or save points to spend in the company store.
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About Alvaria

Alvaria was founded through the merger of Aspect Software and Noble Systems, technology leaders in
Customer Experience (CX) and Workforce Engagement solutions. Our name is derived from Latin for
“hives” – nature’s perfect form for millions of years – bringing you solutions that are scalable, resilient
and secure, with efficiency, speed and pinpoint accuracy. ALVARIA™. Reshaping Customer Experience™.
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